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Abstract. Look-Up Table (LUT) implementation of complicated func-
tions often offers lower latency compared to algebraic implementations at
the expense of significant area penalty. If the function is smooth, Multi-
Partite table method (MP) can circumvent the area problem by breaking
up the implementation into multiple smaller LUTs. However, even some
of these smaller LUTs may be big in high accuracy MP implementations.
Lossless LUT compression can be applied to these LUTs to further im-
prove area and even timing in some cases. The state-of-the-art in the
literature decomposes the Table of Initial Values (TIV) of MP into a
table of pivots and tables of differences from the pivots. Our technique
instead places differences of consecutive elements in the difference tables
and result in a smaller range of differences that fit in fewer bits. Con-
straining the difference of consecutive input values, hence semi-random
access, allows us to further optimize designs. We also propose variants of
our techniques with variable length coding. We implemented Verilog gen-
erators of MP for sine and exponential using conventional LUT as well
as different versions of the state-of-the-art and our technique. We syn-
thesized the generated designs on FPGA and found that our techniques
produce up to 29% improvement in area, 11% improvement in timing,
and 26% improvement in area-time product over the state-of-the-art.

1 Introduction

Computationally complex functions often need to be efficiently implemented in
hardware so that they can be part of real-time systems. Look-Up Table (LUT)
based methods (see [1] for a comprehensive survey) offer a good balance between
latency and area in comparison to algebraic methods by a priori computing of the
function values. LUT-based methods usually have shorter latency as compared
to algebraic methods. A straight-forward LUT method, where function value
f(x) is stored in (read-only) memory’s location x, and the input x is tied to the
address port of the memory and the output f(x) is tied to the dataOut port
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of the memory (without any additional logic) is what we call the Conventional
LUT (ConvLUT) method shown in Fig. 1. However, for large bit widths of x,
the area of a ConvLUT blows up.

What we are proposing in this work is a “lossless LUT compression method”
that can shrink the hardware area of complex functions (sometimes even with
improvements in latency) when applied to:

– ConvLUTs or
– the below smarter methods with multiple LUTs

Fig. 1. LUT contents of a ConvLUT.

When a ConvLUT blows up due to large input bit width, “multi-LUT meth-
ods” (including ours) come to rescue. Although our lossless compression method
can be directly applied to ConvLUT, better results are obtained if a lossy multi-
LUT method is used first, and our method is applied to the LUTs within. Multi-
LUT methods use some arithmetic logic to combine the values in multiple tables.
These methods do not produce the exact same output as the ConvLUT method
but can stay within a prescribed error range. Some such popular methods are
BiPartite method (BP) [2][3], Symmetric Bipartite Method (SBTM) [4], Sym-
metric Table Addition Method (STAM) [5], MultiPartite method (MP) [6][7],
and Hierarchical MultiPartite method (HMP) [8].

BP [2][3] uses approximation by the first two terms of the Taylor expansion
of a function using two LUTs: i. Table of Initial Values (TIV) and ii. Table of
Offsets (TOs). The microarchitecture in Fig. 2 becomes BP, when the three TOs
are combined into a single TO. BP uses an adder to add TIV and TO outputs.
TIV downsamples the function values and hence stores a subset of them (at x0
values), whereas TO stores the derivative times ∆x(= x− x0).

For further reduction in TO size, TO can be partitioned into multiple smaller
LUTs, which thus leads to the MP method. MP combines STAM [5] and the
approach in [9]. In MP, there are multiple TOs and a single TIV. Fig. 2 depicts
an MP microarchitecture with 3 TOs. A smaller ∆x can work with a derivative
with fewer bits, hence the smaller the ∆x the narrower the x0 bits (subset) it
uses. Each additional table reduces the total number of bits in all of the tables
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Fig. 2. MP microarchitecture.

but then increases the combinational logic complexity - all in all reduces the
total area.

In the recently proposed HMP method [8], the TIV is further decomposed
into the sum of another TIV and TOs. HMP also performs global bit width
optimization over all LUTs.

Fig. 3 sketches the LUT compression approach within the context of MP. For
any given function f , with any given input bit resolution (wi), i.e., bit width,
output resolution (wo), and m value (which represents the number of TOs to be
generated), MP can be implemented as shown in Fig. 3, where TIVnew is a new
TIV with fewer entries than TIV, while TIVdiff ’s store differences of missing
entries from the entries TIVnew. Our lossless LUT compression and the one in
[11] can actually be applied to any LUT, hence TIV or TOs or both. However,
we applied it on TIV, as there is more compression opportunity in TIV because
it is bigger. Also, [11] is applied on TIV, and we wanted to compare our work
to theirs.

The concept of general-purpose lossless LUT compression for hardware design
was first introduced in [10]. The work in [10] proposes what we here classify
as Semi-Random Access differential LUT (SR-dLUT), where differential LUT
(dLUT) is a sort of TIVdiff . Note that [10] calls the dLUT in this chapter as
cLUT, short for “compressed LUT”. SR-dLUT can output any LUT location
within the range [i − k, i + k] in a given cycle if location i is output in the
previous cycle and k is the number of difference tables (dLUT). Note that there
is no TIVnew in SR-dLUT, there are only difference tables (cLUT in the case of
[10]).
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Fig. 3. MP method combined with LUT compression for TIV.

In [11], a lossless LUT compression approach was proposed and was used to
compress the TIV of MP method. Two schemes were proposed in [11], namely,
2-table decomposition and 3-table decomposition. We abbreviate them as 2T-
TIV and 3T-TIV, respectively. Details of both methods are discussed in Section
2.1 and 2.2. Furthermore, in [8] an improvement over the 2T-TIV method was
introduced, which we call 2T-TIV-IMP and discuss in detail in Section 2.3.

In this chapter, we propose four lossless LUT compression methods, namely,
Fully-Random Access differential LUT (FR-dLUT) and Semi-Random Access
differential LUT (SR-dLUT), “Variable Length” encoded FR-dLUT (FR-dLUT-
VL), and “Variable Length” encoded SR-dLUT (SR-dLUT-VL). Note that FR-
dLUT and FR-dLUT-VL microarchitectures were first proposed in our earlier
paper [16] and an earlier version of SR-dLUT (cLUT) was introduced in [10].
SR-dLUT-VL is unique to this chapter. Also, SR-dLUT is here used as a building
block of MP. Note that although this chapter targets hardware implementation,
software implementation of our proposed methods are also possible.

Section 2 below covers the details of the state-of-the-art, namely, 2T-TIV
[11], 3T-TIV [11], and 2T-TIV-IMP [8] (which we call T-TIV methods), while
Section 3 presents our proposed methods. Section 4 gives synthesis results (area,
time, and area-time product) of all of the above methods and compares them,
and Section 5 concludes the chapter.

2 State-of-The-Art

In this section, previous state-of-the-art of fully-random access lossless LUT
compression are outlined, namely, T-TIV methods.

2.1 2T-TIV Microarchitecture

2T-TIV [11] decomposes TIV of the MP method into 2 LUTs, TIVnew and
TIVdiff (i.e., a form of dLUT) as shown in Fig. 4, where the original TIV can
be recovered from TIVnew and TIVdiff without introducing any errors.
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Fig. 4. LUT contents of 2T-TIV for s = 2.

In Fig. 4, we have wi = 16 and s = 2 such that for every 2s consecutive
entries, TIVnew stores one TIV value (i.e., the one in the middle of 2s). That
is why TIVnew has 2wi−s entries. TIVdiff is used to store differences between
the original TIV values and their corresponding entries in TIVnew. Equation (1)
shows how TIV is reconstructed back from TIVnew and TIVdiff .

TIV (i) = TIVnew (i′) + TIVdiff (i)
where i′ = integer

(
i
2s

)
and TIVnew (i′) = TIV

(
i′ ∗ 2s + 2s−1

) (1)

Note that every 2s entries of TIVdiff contains one zero entry (i.e., entries 2,
6, 10, etc. in Fig. 4).

2.2 3T-TIV Microarchitecture

3T-TIV [11] exploits the “almost symmetry” of function values around the en-
tries of TIVnew. 3T-TIV has 3 LUTs as shown in Fig. 5 for a given function with
wi = 16 and s = 3. In 3T-TIV, TIVnew serves the same purpose as in 2T-TIV.
Fig. 5 shows an example, where wi = 16 and s = 3. Hence, there is one entry in
TIVnew for every 8(= 2s=3) entries of the original TIV. The entries in TIVnew

correspond to f(4), f(12), f(20), and so on. The values of f(0), f(1), and up to f(7)
need to be computed from f(4) in TIVnew. Half of those values, i.e., f(0), f(1), up
to f(3) are calculated using the differences stored TIVdiff1 as in 2T-TIV, hence
(2) where i′ is the same as in (1).

TIV (i) = TIVnew (i′) + TIVdiff1

(
2s−1 ∗ i′ + j

)
for j < 2s−1 where j = mod (i, 2s)

(2)

However, for f(4) through f(7), the second-order differences in TIVdiff2 are
also added on top of TIVnew and TIVdiff1. The value of f(7) is computed from
f(1), while f(6) is derived from f(2), and so on. That can be expressed as in (3).
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Fig. 5. LUT contents of 3T-TIV for s = 3.

TIV (i) = TIVnew (i′) + TIVdiff1

(
2s−1 ∗ i′ + j

)
+

TIVdiff2

(
2s−1 ∗ i′ + j − 2s−1

)
for j ≥ 2s−1

where TIVdiff2 (k) = TIV
(
k′ + 2s−1

)
−

TIV
(
k′ − 2s−1

)
and k′ = 2 ∗ integer

(
k

ss−1

)
+mod

(
k, 2s−1

) (3)

In summary, when we group values of function f in groups of 2s, the first
2s−1 values in every group of 2s use TIVnew and TIVdiff1, while the second 2s−1

values use all three tables. Note that every 2s−1 entries of TIVdiff2 contains one
zero entry (i.e., entry 0, 4, 8, etc. in Fig. 5).

2.3 2T-TIV-IMP Microarchitecture

2T-TIV-IMP [8] improves 2T-TIV [11] by reducing the bit width of TIVnew. This
is possible when every TIVdiff entry is summed offline with least significant
wdiff bits of the corresponding TIVnew entry. As a result of this, the least
significant wdiff bits of all TIVnew entries can be zeroed out, hence do not need
to be stored, which leads to a bit width of wnew −wdiff bits as shown in Fig. 6.
On the other hand, TIVdiff entries become 1-bit larger (the wdiff + 1 in Fig. 6)
if any TIVdiff entry overflows when summed with wdiff bits of TIVnew. If there
is no overflow, then the bit width of TIVnew stays the same (wdiff ).

This optimization not only reduces the bit width of TIVnew but also makes
the subcircuit that sums TIVnew and TIVdiff smaller, when there is overflow
resulting in 1 overlap bit, hence TIVdiff with wdiff + 1 bits. The optimization
can even completely eliminate summing when there is no overflow during offline
addition performed to compute the new TIVdiff values. In that case, summing
TIVnew and TIVdiff can simply be realized by concatenating them.

One thing that is not addressed in [11] is that if TIVnew entries are truncated,
TIVdiff entries may have to be 2-bit larger. For a guarantee on at most 1-bit
larger TIVdiff , TIVnew entries have to be rounded down to wnew − wdiff bits
from wnew bits.

Note that the described improvement on 2T-TIV cannot be applied to 3T-
TIV because this optimization breaks the symmetry property 3T-TIV uses.
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Fig. 6. 2T-TIV-IMP version of Fig. 4.

3 Proposed Methods

In this section, our proposed microarchitectures, FR-dLUT and SR-dLUT as well
as their variable length coded variants, namely, FR-dLUT-VL and SR-dLUT-
VL, are presented. The critical difference between our approach and the previous
state-of-the-art (2T-TIV and variants) is that TIVdiff (which we call dLUT)
entries store the difference from the neighboring function value instead of the
difference from the corresponding value in TIVnew as shown in (4) and (5). This
allows elimination of TIVnew if what is desired is only semi-random access [10]. If
fully-random access is desired, we still need a TIVnew table but our dLUTs store
smaller differences compared to the above explained state-of-the-art. Below, we
will describe FR-dLUT, SR-dLUT, FR-dLUT-VL, and SR-dLUT-VL.

3.1 FR-dLUT Microarchitecture

FR-dLUT can be implemented with any number of dLUTs. Fig. 7 shows an
FR-dLUT with 4 dLUTs, which implements a function f with wi = 16 and s = 3
(hence 23 = 8 difference values per each TIVnew entry). If TIVdiff in 2T-TIV
and variants contain differences, dLUTs in FR-dLUT, in a way, contain difference
of differences. More specifically, the entries in the dLUTs that correspond to
points that neighbor TIVnew entries (shown as shaded in Fig. 7) contain the
same values as in 2T-TIV, while the other differences are equal to the differences
of neighboring TIVdiff entries in 2T-TIV (see (4) and (5)).

This allows us to store smaller values (i.e., fewer bits) in our difference tables.
However, there is a tradeoff since the summation circuit gets bigger because we
have to sum multiple difference values in our case. Note that, in the actual
implementation, the last dLUT (i.e., dLUT3 in Fig. 7) has half the number of
entries of the other dLUTs. (If logic synthesis is used, logic minimization would
do area reduction when unused entries are specified as don’t cares.)
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Fig. 7. LUTs of FR-dLUT for wi = 16, s = 3 (i.e., ∆ = 23−1 = 4).

Equations (4) and (5) are two specific examples of how original TIV values
are constructed from TIVnew and dLUTs in FR-dLUT. They are based on the
tables in Fig. 7.

f(10)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TIV

= f(12)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TIVnew

+ f(11) − f(12)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dLUT3

+ f(10) − f(11)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dLUT2

(4)

f(13)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TIV

= f(12)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TIVnew

+ f(13) − f(12)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dLUT0

(5)

The generalized construction of TIV from TIVnew and dLUTs for FR-dLUT
method is given in (6) and (7). There are separate construction formulae for
odd (7) and even (6) rows of dLUTs. Note that i′ and TIVnew(i′) below use the
definitions given earlier in (1). Also, in the summations of (6) and (7), if the
upper index (finish index) is smaller than the lower index (start index), then the
summation returns zero.

TIV (i) = TIVnew (i′) +
∑∆−1
k=j dLUTk(2i′) for j ≤ 2s−1

where j = mod (i, 2s) , and
dLUTk (2i′) = TIV (i′ ∗ 2s + k) − TIV (i′ ∗ 2s + k + 1)

(6)

TIV (i) = TIVnew (i′) +
∑q
k=0 dLUTk(2i′ + 1) for j > ∆ = 2s−1

where j = mod (i, 2s) , q = j − 2s−1, and
dLUTk (2i′ + 1) = TIV

(
i′ ∗ 2s + 2s−1 + k + 1

)
− TIV

(
i′ ∗ 2s + 2s−1 + k

) (7)

The top-level of FR-dLUT microarchitecture is shown in Fig. 8 for a func-
tion f with n-bit input (wi = n), hence 2n possible output values, k-bit output
resolution (wo = k), ∆ dLUTs (∆ = 2s), and d-bit differences. The top-level of
FR-dLUT consists of 5 submodules, namely, AddressGenerator, TIVnew, a set
of dLUTs, DataSelection, and SignedSummation.

If there are ∆ dLUTs, where ∆ is a power of 2 (to make address generation
is simple), TIVnew stores k-bit TIV(α), where α = ∆, 3∆, 5∆, 7∆, . . . , 2n −
∆. The number of locations in TIVnew is 2(n−1)/∆. We denote the output of
TIVnew with mval (short for main value). The address line of TIVnew, named
as directAddress, has a bit width of n− 1− lg∆ (lg denotes log2). dLUTs store
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Fig. 8. Top module of FR-dLUT microarchitecture.

d-bit 2’s complement differences. The number of locations in “dLUT ∆ − 1” is
half the number of locations in the other dLUTs and is the same as in TIVnew.
“dLUT of index ∆− 1” shares the same address bus as TIVnew. The bit width
of the address lines of other dLUTs, named as indirectAddress, is n− lg∆. The
output of a dLUT is named dval (stands for “difference value”).

AddressGenerator, detailed in Fig. 9, generates three signals: directAddress,
indirectAddress, and select. For every 2∆ value in TIV, there is only one entry in
TIVnew (as well as in “dLUT ∆−1”), thus directAddress signal is the n−1−lg∆
most significant bits of the n-bit input α part-selected as α[n − 1 : lg∆ + 1].
Moreover, for each value in TIVnew there are two entries in each dLUT (except
“dLUT ∆ − 1”), that is why indirectAddress signal is the higher n − lg∆ bits
of n-bit input α(α[n− 1 : lg∆]).

Fig. 9. AddressGenerator module.
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Signal named select is a thermometer vector, which consists of ∆ consecutive
ones, each bit representing whether the corresponding dval will be summed (by
SignedSummation module). Consider (4), which shows how we compute f(10)
using the differences in the dLUTs. In the case of f(10), signal select is 1100, i.e.,
select[3] = 1 (the MSB) and select[2] = 1. Therefore, the outputs of dLUT3 and
dLUT2 (find the terms in (4) in Fig. 7) are summed. Positions of signal select’s
bits match the dLUT locations in Fig. 7, Fig. 8, and the related figures to follow.

Now, consider f(13), which is given by (5). Its select vector is 0001 because
only dLUT0’s output is summed with TIVnew. If we were computing f(15), select
would be 0111. Note that unused dLUT entries always have a select bit of 0. On
the other hand, f(9) and f(8) would have select of 1110 and 1111, respectively. If
the α of f(α) we are computing corresponds to an even row of dLUTs (i.e., row
0, 2, 4, etc.), then select is a contiguous block of 1’s starting with the LSB. On
the other hand, If the α corresponds to an odd row (i.e., row 1, 3, 5, etc.), then
select is a contiguous block of 1’s starting with the MSB.

Let us now look at how we generate select from α. Fig. 9 shows how. Let us
apply Fig. 9 to f(10), where ∆ is 4, and hence lg∆ is 2. 10 in base 10 is 1010
in binary and α[lg∆ − 1 : 0], lower lg∆ bits of α is binary 10(= 2). We start
with ∆1′b1, i.e., ∆ 1’s in Verilog notation. That is, binary 1111. Left-shift it by
2 positions to get ∆ = 4 bits, and we get 1100. Bitwise XOR that with α[lg∆]
(bit 2 of α), which is 0, and we get 1100. That is indeed the select signal.

Let us do the same for f(13). 13 (α) in base 10 is 1101 in binary. Left-shift
1111 by binary 01 (α[lg∆−1 : 0]) positions, and we get 1110. Bitwise XOR that
α[lg∆] = 1, and all bits flip, resulting in 0001, which is the correct value.

DataSelection module shown in Fig. 10 is quite straight forward. It is prac-
tically a vector-multiplication unit or some sort of multiplexer as expressed in
(8). It multiplies every dval (i.e., dLUT output) with the corresponding select
bit, resulting in signal dsel. This can be done with an AND gate provided that
each select bit duplicated d times (i.e., dselect[i]), which happens to be the bit
width of dval as well as dsel.

dsel[i] =

{
dval[i], if select[i] = 1

0, otherwise
where i < ∆ = 2s−1 (8)

After masking out some dval’s and obtaining dsel’s, we need to sum dsel’s
and the corresponding entry from TIVnew. That is best done with a Column
Compression Tree (CCT). In our work, the summation is done by SignedSum-
mation shown in Fig. 11, which is based on the CCT generator proposed in [13]
(called RoCoCo). RoCoCo handles only the summation of unsigned numbers,
which is why the following conversion had to be done.

Consider the summation when mval is 16 bits, hence a and 15 x’s in (9). The
dsel’s are 4 bits each, and there are 4 dLUTs. That is why we have four 4-bit
numbers in (9). These numbers are 2’s complement, which is why their MSBs
are negative. The underbar a, b, c, d, e show that these numbers are negative.
In other words, a, b, c, d, e can be 0 or 1, and a, b, c, d, e are either -0=0 or -1.
In summary, we need to perform the summation in (9), where most bit positions
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Fig. 10. DataSelection module.

Fig. 11. SignedSummation module.
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have 0 and 1, while two bit positions have 0, 1, and -1. We can apply unsigned
summation techniques only when -1 can be present in the highest bit position,
that is, bit position 15 (the bit position a). For this, we may sign-extend the 4-bit
2’s complement numbers in (9) to 16 bits. Then, the result will also be 16-bit 2’s
complement, that is, a binary number with negative bit 15. We also have to make
sure that the summation does not overflow. If it may, we need to sign-extend
all numbers to 17 bits. However, in our case, the sum is also guaranteed to be
16-bit 2’s complement.

axxxxxxxxxxxxxxx + bxxx + cxxx + dxxx + exxx (9)

= āxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx + 1000000000000000 + b̄xxx+
1000 + c̄xxx + 1000 + d̄xxx + 1000 + ēxxx + 1000

(10)

= āxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx + b̄xxx + c̄xxx + d̄xxx + ēxxx+
10111111111100000

(11)

= āxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx + b̄xxx + c̄xxx + d̄xxx + 1011111111110ēxxx (12)

= āxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx + b̄xxx + c̄xxx + d̄xxx + 011111111110ēxxx (13)

Having said all that, a smarter (more area and speed efficient) approach,
is to use the identity in Table 1, and hence, to replace the a in (9) with ā+1,
where ā is an unsigned 0 or 1 and is the NOT of a. Through this we get (10),
which is a summation of variable unsigned numbers and some 2’s complement
constant numbers with still varying positions for the negative bits. However,
these 2’s complement constants can be summed offline to obtain a single 16-
bit 2’s complement number, hence (11). Then, we happen to have negative bits
only in bit position 15. Equation (12) does a little optimization by adding the
rightmost two numbers in (10) offline and hence combining them into a single
number (1011111111110ēxxx). Equation (13), on the other hand, eliminates bit
position 16 of that combined number as the sum is guaranteed to be 16 bits (bit
positions 0 through 15).

Table 1. Proof of a = ā + 1.

a ā + 1

0 0̄ + 1 = 1 + (−1) = 0

1 1̄ + 1 = 0 + (−1) = −1
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The SignedSummation module in Fig. 8 is detailed in Fig. 11. It is composed
of CCT and a Final Adder. The little cones in Fig. 11 expose bits of signals
and recombine them. The bit-level manipulation before the CCT is a pictorial
representation of equations (9) through (13). Note that the number of zeros to
the left of ē does not have to be one as in (13) in the general case. It is lg∆− 1
zeros (assuming ∆ is a power of 2) as in Fig. 11 (look under dsel[0]). Also, note
that the CCT in Fig. 11 not only sums TIVnew and dLUT outputs but also the
outputs of TOs (shown in Fig. 2). There is no reason why we should do two
separate summations.

3.2 FR-dLUT-VL Microarchitecture

FR-dLUT-VL has a similar microarchitecture to FR-dLUT. They both have
∆ dLUTs and a TIVnew. The contents of TIVnew are the same for both ar-
chitectures. The difference between FR-dLUT-VL and FR-dLUT is the dLUT
contents (compare Fig. 12 with Fig. 7). FR-dLUT-VL’s dLUTs store the com-
pressed versions of the differences stored in the FR-dLUT’s dLUT. Due to the
nature variable length coding, dLUTs of FR-dLUT-VL are wider than those of
FR-dLUT. However, unused bits of those dLUTs’ entries are don’t care, and
logic synthesis can optimize them out.

Fig. 12 shows the entries of the FR-dLUT-VL with 4 dLUTs for a function
with wi = 16 and wo = 16.

Fig. 12. LUT contents of FR-dLUT-VL implementation for ∆ = 4.

It is obvious that one can apply any compression method on dLUT contents.
In this work, Huffman coding [12] is chosen for this purpose. For each dLUT,
the frequency of the values is calculated. According to the frequency, each value
is assigned a Huffman code. Frequency for each value in a dLUT is calculated
separately from the other dLUTs. Additionally, due to the encoded values stored
in the dLUTs, after each value is read from its respective dLUT, it needs to go
through a Decoder module before it can be used in SignedSummation module.

In FR-dLUT-VL microarchitecture, instead of encoding the whole value, a
portion of the entry is taken and then the encoding method is applied. For ex-
ample, if three MSBs are selected, each entry’s three MSBs are encoded. To
determine the separation point in a dLUT, starting from the two MSBs of an
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entry to all bits of entry, each possible combination is tested. For each combi-
nation, dLUT sizes and the decoder sizes are calculated. Calculation of dLUT
sizes are done by adding encoded values’ bit width and the bit width of the
remaining bits that are not used in the encoding. Among these combinations,
the one with the lower bit count is selected for implementation. Pseudocode of
separation point selection is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 MSB calculation of FR-dLUT-VL design.

Input: wi : input bit width, wo : output bit width
1: LUTsizeMin← 2wi ∗ wo

2: MSBcountMin← 0
3: for MSBcountMin← 2 to wo do
4: compute encoded representation of every entry
5: LUTsize← 0
6: DecoderSize← 0
7: for all unique encoded value do
8: LUTsize← LUTsize+ (encoded value bit length) ∗ (frequency of the value)
9: DecoderSize← DecoderSize+ (encoded value bit length)

10: end for
11: LUTsize← LUTsize+ 2wi ∗ (wo −MSBcount) +DecoderSize
12: if LUTsize < LUTsizeMin then
13: LUTsizeMin← LUTsize
14: MSBcountMin←MSBcount
15: end if
16: end for

Encoded part of the accessed dLUT entry is sent to the Decoder module.
After the encoded value is decoded, output bits and the non-encoded segment of
the stored value in dLUT is concatenated and sent to the DataSelection module.
Top module of FR-dLUT-VL method is shown in Fig. 13. As shown in Fig. 13,
after the values are read from the dLUT (dvals), part of dval goes through the
Decoder, then the decoded value merges with the rest of the dval and becomes
the decoded difference value (ddval) which is the input for the DataSelection
module.

3.3 SR-dLUT Microarchitecture

The main idea in SR-dLUT is to eliminate the TIVnew in FR-dLUT and instead
add dLUT entries on top of the previous function value. This can be done when
not only the function f is smooth but also the input (x in f(x)) is smooth.
Smoothness of x means the consecutive values of x are close to each other. This
is, for example, the case when x comes from a sensor for example in a closed-
loop control application, or when x is a timer tick or a smooth function of time.
Elimination of TIVnew makes SR-dLUT quite competitive in terms of area.
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Fig. 13. Top module of FR-dLUT-VL microarchitecture.

Fig. 15 shows the top level of the proposed SR-dLUT microarchitecture,
which consists of AddressGenerator (Fig. 16), dLUTs, DataSelection (Fig. 19),
and SignedSummation (Fig. 20).

Note that ∆ of SR-dLUT is not the same as ∆ of FR-dLUT. For FR-dLUT,
∆ is a purely internal parameter stating the number of dLUTs, and hence, it has
nothing to do with how it functions. For SR-dLUT, ∆ is not only an internal
parameter but also shows how smooth x is, that is the maximum amount of
change between consecutive x values.

AddressGenerator module calculates the required addresses of dLUTs for
input α. One register stores the previous input value. The previous input is sub-
tracted from the current input to find magnitude and diff sign that determines
whether the shift direction may be forward or backward. The thermo vector is
shifted in direction of diff sign as the amount of the magnitude. (Fig. 18) shows
the ThermoRegulator block that resolves the overflow issue due to the shift op-
eration. The thermo vector is XOR’ed with the shifted thermo vector. Then, the
output of the first XOR is shifted by 1 in a backward direction, and the resulting
signal is named tmp0. The specific bit portion of tmpO is XOR’ed to determine
select signals. Similarly, the specific bit portion of thermo is ORed to determine
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dLut Out En which is used in control mechanisms of both ThermoRegulator and
DataSelection modules. (Fig. 17) shows the AddressSelection module that uses
a conditional control mechanism by using tmp α signals as input tmpO signals
as select to determine addresses of dLUTs.

Note that SR-dLUT has access to much more than ±∆ values, since each
TIV value is coupled with multiple TO tables in MP. In Fig. 2, we can see that
the same TIV value is used for 2(∆x1+∆x2+∆x3) in the case of m = 3. While
we can access 2 ∗ ∆ different entries in dLUTs, we can compute the function
for 2 ∗∆ ∗ 2(∆x1+∆x2+∆x3) different x values. For the reasons explained above,
∆ = 1 is a meaningful case for SR-dLUT unlike FR-dLUT.

There are ∆ parallel dLUTs that store difference values in SR-dLUT microa-
chitecture. Fig.14 shows an example of SR-dLUT with 4 dLUTs, which imple-
ments a function f with wi = 16. SR-dLUTs store subsequent differences values
in-order and each dLUT stores same amount of data with a length of 2(n−lg∆).
Since the SR-dLUT method does not require a TIVnew table, we can no longer
have half entries for one of the dLUTs like in Fig.7. In other words, there is no
unused memory location in dLUTs.

Fig. 14. LUT contents of SR-dLUT implementation for wi = 16 and ∆ = 4.

DataSelection module of SR-dLUT is similar to DataSelection module of FR-
dLUT. The difference from FR-dLUT is that there is an extra control mechanism
that determines which signal is multiplied by the select signal. The multiplication
is implemented using an AND gate. The results of multiplication are dsel signals
that are connected to the SignedSummation module.

SignedSummation module of SR-dLUT is different from the FR-dLUT’s
SignedSummation. Since it needs to hold the previous value of the TIV out-
put in a register, and it could not use a single CCT to add dLUT outputs and
the TOs output from MP method. Therefore, there is an additional CCT. The
first CCT uses the current values of dsel and the previous outputs of the CCT.
It outputs two values, which are the values generated just before going through
the second CCT. The outputs of the first CCT are saved in registers for the next
iteration, at the same time used in the second CCT as inputs together with the
TOs outputs. As a conclusion, a final adder sums outputs of the second CCT.

One of the differences between SR-dLUT and the earlier version of this
work [10] is the form of thermo vector. While the size of thermo vector is 3∆-bit
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SR-dLUT, the size of the thermo vector is ∆-bit in [10]. The advantage of using
this new form of thermo vector is to find the dLUT addresses easier. In other
words, the AdressSelection module in our proposed SR-dLUT is simpler than
in [10]. Additionally, we used CCTs for the summation of dsels in our proposed
SR-dLUT. On the other hand, conventional addition units are used in [10]. Our
proposed summation module has an advantage in terms of area when ∆ increases
because the addition unit in [10] is proportional to ∆.

Fig. 15. Top module of SR-dLUT microarchitecture.

3.4 SR-dLUT-VL Microarchitecture

Difference between SR-dLUT-VL and SR-dLUT is similar to the difference be-
tween FR-dLUT and FR-dLUT-VL, where values inside dLUTs are partially
compressed according the algorithm shown in Algorithm 1. As in FR-dLUT-VL,
partial output of dLUTs’ (dval) in SR-dLUT-VL first go through a decoder,
then output of the decoder is concatenated with the remaining part of the dval.
The concatenated value represents the actual dval from the SR-dLUT microar-
chitecture, which can now be used in the SignedSummation module.

4 Results

In this section, we compare our proposed microarchitectures with the state-of-
the-art (T-TIV methods) as well as ConvLUT (i.e., RegularTIV). For each of
the 8 TIV construction methods listed above, we wrote a code generator in Perl
that generates Verilog RTL for a complete MP design. The code generators take
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Fig. 16. SR-dLUT AddressGenerator module.

Fig. 17. SR-dLUT AddressSelection module.

Fig. 18. SR-dLUT ThermometerRegulator module.
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Fig. 19. SR-dLUT DataSelection module.

in wi, wo, and m (number of MP’s TOs) as well as parameters related to the
specific TIV construction method such as ∆ for our methods.

Generation of the original TIV (RegularTIV) and TOs, i.e., the MP method
[6], is done using a tool [14], which is also part of FloPoCo [15]. This tool (written
in Java) generates RTL code in VHDL targeting various mathematical functions
and parameters Wi, Wo, and m. Our Perl script runs the Java MP generator
with Wi, Wo, and m, where Wo shows the precision of the output rather than
the bit width of any of the embedded tables. MP generator decides what sizes
RegularTIV and TOs have to be for the given set of wi, wo, and m. This infor-
mation is embedded into Table 2 of [6] which, for example, shows that wi = 10
and wo = 17 for the RegularTIV part, when the function is sine and wi = 16,
wo = 16, and m = 1. Our Perl takes in wi, wo, and m, runs the Java MP
generator with the input parameters. Then, it parses the VHDL produced by
the MP generator, extracts wi and wo, and runs the TIV generator. Then, our
script produces Verilog, in which we have an MP design equivalent to the input
VHDL but the RegularTIV is replaced with our TIV of choice (one of FR-dLUT,
FR-dLUT-VL, SR-dLUT, SR-dLUT-VL, 2T-TIV, 2T-TIV-IMP, 3T-TIV). Our
script automates verification as well as design. We exhaustively test all function
values by comparing the output of the VHDL and Verilog designs.

We generated the above listed 8 designs for sin(x) (x = [0, π/2[) and 2x

(x = [0, 1[) functions with wi = 16, wo = 16 and wi = 24, wo = 24, both with
various m for each resolution. We then synthesized them on to a Xilinx Artix-7
FPGA (more specifically XC7A100T-3CSG324). FR-dLUT and FR-dLUT-VL
were synthesized for four ∆ values (2, 4, 8, and 16) where SR-dLUT and SR-
dLUT-VL synthesized for an additional ∆ value, where ∆ = 1. For 24-bit res-
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Fig. 20. SR-dLUT SignedSummation module.

olution, m values of 1, 2, 3, and 4 were implemented. For 16-bit resolution, m
values (number of TOs) of 1, 2, and 3 were implemented, since the Java tool at
[14] gave an error and did not produce any VHDL. Note that all LUTs (Regu-
larTIV, dLUTs, TIVnew, TIVdiff , TIVdiff1, and TIVdiff2) are logic-synthesized
instead of instantiating memory blocks. This yields designs with smaller area for
all methods including the original TIVs. The synthesis option of Area with High
effort is selected for better area minimization in Xilinx ISE.

Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the Area, Time, and Area-Time Product (ATP)
results we obtained for sine and exponent function (2x) for 16-bit resolutions,
respectively. Similarly, Tables 5, 6, and 7 show the Area, Time, and ATP results
we obtained for 24-bit versions of sine and exponent function. Area results are
in terms of FPGA LUTs. Time (also called timing) is the latency (i.e., critical
path) of the circuit measured in terms of nanoseconds (ns). ATP simply shows
the product of Area (#LUTs) and Time (ns) columns divided by 103. ATP
of a design shows the tradeoff between area and timing, also ATP is usually
correlated with power consumption. The best Area, Time, and ATP results are
shaded for each m value in the tables.

In Table 2 through 7, all designs (60 for 16-bit and 80 for 24-bit) are equiv-
alent at MP level. That is, they all produce the same function with the same
resolution. However, the TIV microarchitectures are equivalent within the same
m. Therefore, it is best to compare the 8 microarchitectures separately for every
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Table 2. Area Results for 16-bit Resolution

Table 3. Timing Results for 16-bit Resolution
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Table 4. ATP Results for 16-bit Resolution

m. However, out of curiosity we compare all solutions for each of the 4 cases
(16-bit sine, 16-bit 2x, 24-bit sine, 24-bit 2x).

Tables 2, 3, and 4 implement 16-bit sine and 2x 60 different ways each, where
57 comes from (RegularTIV + 2T-TIV + 2T-TIV-IMP + 3T-TIV + 4×FR-
dLUT + 4×FR-dLUT-VL + 4×SR-dLUT + 4×SR-dLUT-VL) × (3 m values).
In the above tables, one result is missing for 2T-TIV-IMP because TIVnew and
TIVdiff in the corresponding 2T-TIV have equal bit width, hence no optimiza-
tion is possible.

Tables 5, 6, and 7 implement 24-bit sine and 2x for an additional 20 different
ways due to the m = 4 case. The Time and ATP of RegularTIV for m = 1 are
missing for both functions and for 2T-TIV-IMP for 2x function in Table 6 and 7
because the synthesis tool was not able to complete routing. The tool reported
the Area but did not report the timing (Time).

Looking at Tables 2, 3, and 4, we can see that, except for 5 cases (2 in Area, 1
in Timing, and 2 in ATP), the proposed method is surpassed by the RegularTIV
and the T-TIV variants for 16-bit implementations. Though in a few cases, our
proposed methods offer up to 29%, 4%, 9% improvement in area, timing, ATP,
respectively over the state-of-the-art and RegularTIV. The area improvements
come from SR-dLUT. Time and ATP improvements come from FR-dLUT and
FR-dLUT-VL.

Looking at Tables 5, 6, and 7 show the results for 24-bit implementations
of sine and 2x. In area, SR-dLUT (and a few times SR-dLUT-VL) gives the
best results. In timing, FR-dLUT gives the best result in 3 out of the 8 cases (2
different designs and 4 different ms for each design). FR-dLUT-VL, on the other
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Table 5. Area Results for 24-bit Resolution
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hand, is the best in 3 cases. 2T-TIV and RegularTIV each are the best in 1 case.
In ATP, FR-dLUT, FR-dLUT-VL, and SR-dLUT are best in 4, 3, and 1 case,
respectively. Our proposed methods offer up to 23%, 11%, 26% improvement in
area, timing, ATP, respectively over the state-of-the-art and RegularTIV.

Table 6. Timing Results for 24-bit Resolution

In summary, proposed methods offer, in greater bit widths, significant im-
provement in all of Area, Time, and ATP even beyond the state-of-the-art T-TIV
methods.

The bar graphs (Fig. 21) summarize the results by comparing RegularTIV,
the best of T-TIV methods, the best of FR-dLUT methods, and the best of SR-
dLUT methods. RegularTIV and T-TIV methods combined are, on the average,
superior to proposed FR-dLUT and SR-dLUT methods in 16-bit results. How-
ever, in 24-bit results either FR-dLUT or SR-dLUT method ore their variants
(-VL) are superior. Only with one m value, we lose to our competition for each
function (sine and 2x), and that is in time metric. In each of the two 24-bit func-
tions, there are 4 cases (i.e., 4 different m’s), and 3 metrics (Time, Area, ATP).
Therefore, we are speaking of 12 ways to compare the TIV microarchitectures.
Ours are better in 11 out of 12.
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Table 7. ATP Results for 24-bit Resolution
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(a) Bar graph of sine for 16-bit input resolution.

(b) Bar graph of 2x for 16-bit input resolution.

(c) Bar graph of sine for 24-bit input resolution.

(d) Bar graph of 2x for 24-bit input resolution.

Fig. 21. Bar graphs of Area, Time, and ATP for sine and 2x.
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Fig. 21(a) and Fig. 21(b) shows the 16-bit results. For 16 bits, RegularTIV
has the best outcome in 8 out of 18 cases, 2T-TIV-IMP is the best in 7 cases,
and our proposed metods are the best in 5 cases. Te total is 20, not 18, because
there are 2 cases with a tie.

In Fig. 21(c) and Fig. 21(d), due to the routing errors we removed the results
of m = 1 from the bar graphs. From the remaining m values (2, 3, and 4) we can
see that proposed method is the best in terms of area, time, and ATP except for
one case where m = 2, in which RegularTIV shows better timing results. When
comparing FR-dLUT and SR-dLUT, we can see that SR-dLUT has the best
performance in terms of area, and FR-dLUT has the best timing. In the current
implementation of SR-dLUT, FR-dLUT shows much better timing performance
but only falls behind a little in terms of area, that is why for almost all cases,
FR-dLUT outperforms SR-dLUT in terms of ATP.

5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented lossless LUT compression methods, called
FR-dLUT and SR-dLUT as well as their variants FR-dLUT-VL and SR-dLUT-
VL, which can be used to replace TIVs of Multi-Partite (MP) function evalu-
ation method among other applications. It is possible to use our methods and
the previous state-of-the-art within the context of any LUT-based method for
evaluation of smooth functions. Although it is possible to implement these tech-
niques in software, we implemented our proposed methods in hardware (i.e.,
low-level Verilog RTL) and benchmarked at 16-bit and 24-bit resolutions within
MP implementations of sine and exponential.

It was observed that our four methods yield significant and consistent im-
provements at high resolution (i.e., 24 bits) over the previous state-of-the-art,
which we also implemented through design generators for fair comparison. We
synthesized the generated designs on FPGA and found that our methods re-
sult in up to 29% improvement in area, 11% improvement in latency, and 26%
improvement in ATP over the previous state-of-the-art.

This chapter introduces SR-dLUT-VL for the first time. SR-dLUT is, on the
other hand, is based on [10]. Yet, it is optimized and plugged into MP here,
besides getting compared with the other methods in many cases. Moreover, FR-
dLUT and FR-dLUT-VL are presented in greater detail compared to [16].

In future work, SR-dLUT can be modified to utilize pre-fetching. That may
make SR-dLUT better than all other techniques in latency at the expense of
some additional area. Since SR-dLUT is already efficient in area, it can afford
some additional area. However, pre-fetching can also allow memory packing,
which can lower area at the expense of some additional latency.
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